Kodak i5650S and i5850S Scanners

Automate document sorting.
Efficiently, neatly, and powerfully.

Because Greater Productivity is a Must-Have
Today, Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) firms and Service Bureaus
need to deliver more and spend less while maintaining superior quality
standards. With their automated document sorting feature, efficient
performance, and rugged durability, Kodak i5650S and i5850S
Scanners deliver the flexible productivity you need to keep pace
with how organizations have to work today.

Faster speeds. Smarter sorting.
Streamlined workflows.

You’re all about efficiency.
So are we.

Adaptable solutions for your
ever-changing workplace

Start with an array of proven performance
features, then add advanced document
handling technology to maximize your
productivity.

Pre- and post-manual scanning processes
can add up to 75% or more of your total
scanning costs. Kodak i5650S and i5850S
Scanners let you power through stacks of
mixed documents, in a single step, with
output neatly separated and stacked.

Software:
Enhance efficiency and slash data
entry times by up to 50% when you
integrate an i5650S or i5850S Scanner and
Kodak Capture Pro Software into
your capture workflows.

• Quickly reuse patch sheets and organize
multi-batch jobs with patch recognition
and segregated mixed-size documents.

• Intelligent Barcode Reading – for the
most accurate data extraction and easier
setup.

Simply smarter designs and capabilities

• Intelligent Job Select – using patch
code separator sheets to automate
job switching and profiles, minimizing
downtime between jobs.

• With exclusive Dynamic Flow Technology,
each scanner determines ideal memory
allocation and processing paths, and
finds the most productive way to scan
and extract data.
• Get crisp, clear images, even with
challenging originals, thanks to
Perfect Page image processing.
Dependability focused on
optimized uptime
Rugged construction, including steelwelded frames, means Kodak i5650S
and i5850S Scanners are built for the
long run(s).
• With Sure Path Paper Handling, work
flows reliably as documents from
onionskin to heavy cardstock, even
crumpled originals, stream through
without hiccups or jams.
• The risk of document damage is greatly
reduced with Intelligent Document
Protection that listens for problems
and alerts you before they become
jams or misfeeds.

Monitor multi-feeds on the PC and quickly
choose to ignore, accept or rescan images
from the scanner control panel. And with a
graphic, intuitive user interface, repeated
tasks are simplified.

Services:
Get the best possible performance from
your scanners and software with a full range
of world-class Kodak Alaris services and
support options to protect your investments
and keep productivity at peak levels.
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Your i5000S Series Scanner purchase
allows you to download the Kodak
Capture Pro Software Trial Edition at
no cost. Experience total Capture Pro
functionality for 30 days, then purchase
the full version at a special price.
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Full-rated speeds (up to 180 PPM sorting), even with many
image processing features running – auto orientation,
duplex, de-skew, color dropout, auto crop, dual-stream
output and more

600 dpi, high-resolution scanning greatly enhances OCR/
Intelligent Data Recognition and validation through higherdensity data capture
Set up exception handling with TWAIN and ISIS drivers

Automatically sort multifeed documents to one tray, sort
barcode documents to another, and use the rear tray to
collect and reuse patch sheets
Load any mix of documents in one batch – even fragile and
extra thick pieces – into the big 750-document input tray for
continuous document feeding
Five ultrasonic, detection zones reliably detect double feeds
so you won’t lose an image

Intuitive user interface eliminates repeated set-ups
of complex tasks, saves time, and makes scanning
“one-button easy”
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Select what works best for your workspace: the desktop
i5650S Scanner, or the floor-standing i5850S with ergonomic
features including ability to raise and lower scanner transport
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Intelligent Imprinting – on pages or in images digitally –
to ensure audit trails from images to physical documents

Exceptional real-world value: a banking scenario
Applying for a loan or mortgage is a paper-intensive process. The i5650S and i5850S Scanners help streamline
this procedure, thanks to smarter sorting and patch sheet recognition.
Today’s Challenge: Customer originals need to go back to the applicant, therefore documents must be
prepared correctly in the pre-scan process, and accurately separated during post-scanning. This can be errorprone, labor intensive and costly.
Solution: The sorting capabilities of the i5650S and i5850S use a reusable patch-sheet recognition feature.
These sheets are separated and outputted to the rear exit tray, while original customer documents are sent to
the exception tray at the front of the scanner.

Where automated sorting efficiency meets innovative productivity advantages.
Kodak i5650S and i5850S Scanners make life simpler for any business.
Kodak i5650S Scanner

Kodak i5850S Scanner

Feature comparison
Throughput
(200 and 300 dpi for bitonal and color)

Up to 180 ppm

Up to 210 ppm

Shared features
Recommended Daily Volume

No limit with i5000 Series Scanners

Feeder/Elevator

Automatic 750-sheet elevator design; automatic document feeder with four settings: continuous feed, 100-sheet, 250-sheet,
500-sheet and full 750-sheet batches

Connectivity

USB 2.0 Certified, USB 3.0 Compatible

Software Support

Standard Software - WINDOWS bundled software: TWAIN, ISIS, WIA Drivers. KOFAX certified.
Optional Software: Kodak Capture Pro Software, Kodak Info Input Solution (WINDOWS only)

Electrical Requirements

100-240 V (international), 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption

Sleep Mode: < 3.5 watts; Running: < 250 watts; Standby: < 0.5 watt

Acoustical Noise
(operator position sound pressure level)

Standby < 31 dB(A); Scanning at 300 dpi < 65 dB(A)

Environmental Factors

EPEAT Silver, ENERGY STAR qualified scanners, 2008 EuP

Accessories/Options

Enhanced Printer Accessory for Kodak Scanners (front pre-scan and rear post-scan), manual feed shelf, Lead Edge Alignment
exit tray, Document Extenders 66.04 cm, 76.02 cm and 86.36 cm (26 in., 30 in. and 34 in.) and the Kodak A3 Flatbed Accessory
are available to support all models

Supported Operating Systems

WINDOWS 8 (32-bit and 64-bit); WINDOWS 10 (32-bit and 64-bit); WINDOWS 11 (64-bit)

Dimensions

i5650S: Height: 50.8 cm (20.0 in.), Width: 69.3 cm (27.3 in.), Depth: 51.0 cm – 65.3 cm (20.1 in. – 25.7 in. tray open);
i5850S: Height: 117.4 cm (46.2 in.) – 141.5 cm (55.7 in.), Width: 69.3 cm (27.3 in.), Depth: 82.3 cm (32.6 in.)

Weight

i5650S: 65.0 kg (143.3 lbs.); i5850S: 197.3 kg (435 lbs.)

Most up-to-date information regarding supported operating systems can be found on our website on the support page for each scanner.

ENVIRONMENTALLY APPROVED
EPEAT® Silver: Kodak i5650S and i5850S Scanners have achieved the status of EPEAT® Silver and meet ENERGY STAR® guidelines for energy efficiency and for the
reduction of hazardous substances and waste products.
ENERGY STAR® certified scanners are independently certified to save energy without sacrificing features or functionality.
To learn more about our EPEAT status, visit AlarisWorld.com/go/EPEAT

From digitization to transformation, Kodak Alaris is there from the start. We transform documents and data into information better than anyone else bringing
Speed, Accuracy, and Profitability to your business. To learn more, visit AlarisWorld.com

Want to learn more?
AlarisWorld.com/go/i5000
Contact us:
AlarisWorld.com/go/contactus
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